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Filling the Gap:
Forgotten Chapter of American History
...to better connect 5th through 12th grade California History/Social Science Standards
8th Grade California Standards Connections"
8.4.4 Discuss daily
life, including
traditions in art,
music, and literature,
of early national
America

8.7.4
Compare the lives of
and opportunities for
free blacks in the north
with those of free
blacks in the South

80 minute video duration
8.8.3 Describe the role
of pioneer women and
the new status
that ....slave women
achieved...gaining
freedom...

8.9.1 Describe the
leaders of the
[Abolition]
movement..... to
realize the ideals of
the Declaration of
Independence.

Synopsis

How to Use Filling the Gap
Teachers can use segments of the film
independently or with other segments for indepth discussion and effectiveness.
Directions
Prior to viewing the film, teachers should
review the vocabulary terms with students as
they will be used in the docudrama. Use either
of the two classroom literacy activities to help
provide an active learning experience for
students: the K-W-L Chart and the
!

8.10.5 Study the views
and lives of leaders
and soldiers on both
sides of the Civil War,
including those of
black soldiers and
regiments

Anticipation Guide. Both engage students at
three learning levels; activating prior
knowledge before viewing the film (preview),
maintaining focus during the viewing
(activating learning), and internalizing the
learning after viewing the film (process or
meta-cognition). After student viewing, have
students engage in the activities suggested
according to the teacher’s classroom
curriculum. Direct students to do online
research.

Instructions:
Filling the Gap, a docudrama extensively
researched and beautifully crafted, presents men
and women achievers as leaders, inventors,
artisans and craftsmen. Designed to select 10minute segments for useful classroom
engagement. This video is divided into 16 chapters
and highlights familiar and unfamiliar Americans
whose personal triumph over adversity with
ingenuity add to the African American
comprehensive narrative.

8.9.6 Describe the
lives of free blacks
and the laws that
limited their freedom
and economic
opportunities.

After Viewing “Filling the Gap”

Filling The Gap is a docudrama
that allows viewers! to see history
from a new angle; offering
vignettes with three dimensional
portrayals of patriots such as
Frederick Douglas, Abraham
Lincoln,! Harriet Tubman,
Sojourner Truth, Phyllis Wheatley,!
and the numerous heroic acts! of
ordinary people of color who
helped make America what it is
today.

Select suggested activities that integrate into
your classroom curriculum,. Some activities
are designed for small groups and others for
students to work independently. As much as
possible, provide time for students to share
their work with the class.
“Filling the Gap” addresses California Standards

5.4.6 Describe the... responses of slave
families to their condition, the ongoing
struggle between proponents and opponents
of slavery... in the South.
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Analysis Skills Specific Opportunities and Recommendations:
The California History and Social Sciences Analysis Skills standards expectation for grades K-5 state, “students demonstrate the following
intellectual, reasoning, reflection, and research skills” in the areas of...
Chronological and Spatial Thinking !
Students are afforded the opportunity to place key events and people of the pre- and colonial era in a chronological sequence; and they are able
to apply such terms such as past, present, century and generation in their discourse; and they compare and contrast the past and present and note
how things change over time.
Research, Evidence, and Point of View
As students interact with these unfamiliar biographies and hear of their significant contributions, they pose questions about the people, events,
oral histories, and other notable representations from the film.
Historical Interpretation
Students are asked to summarize the key events and contributions of individuals as they relate to the greater American Historical Story.
They are asked to identify and interpret multiple causes and effects in context of the American narrative.
Possible California State Common Core Connections (http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cc/)

In grades 6-8, students gather and
assess the credibility of digital sources
to use in their writing.

In grades 9-10, use digital media in their presentations
to support their findings, reasoning, and evidence to
add interest when listening and speaking.

At the 11th and 12th grade levels, students integrate
and evaluate diverse sources and media to address a
question or solve a problem.

“This motion picture is based on true events, however, some of the characters, names, and certain locations and events have been changed, and others have been fictionalized for
dramatization purposes.”!
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